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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to give some insights to the use of vague (fuzzy)
constants and similarity in logic programming. The basis of semantics for Similarity
based Logic Programming (SbLP) is presented. S-uniﬁcation, or similarity based
uniﬁcation is discussed. The paper also takes a look at the principles of S-resolution
with the help of an example.
1 Introduction
The fuzziﬁcation of logic programming can be said to have begun in the 70’s
with the publication of [8]. Of course, even before that, discussions of many-
valued logic had appeared in papers like [4]. The author ﬁrst became inter-
ested in the fuzziﬁcation of logic programming in the early 90’s. The ﬁrst
attempt of deﬁning fuzzy uniﬁcation by the author, was in the paper A Study
in Fuzzy Logic programming, [11]. This was followed by another early, but
more extended attempt in [12]. The essence of [12] is also found in this paper.
In section 2 we formalize the concept of vague and special domains. This is
followed the semantics of SbLP. We also show that the theoretical semantics
can be simpliﬁed and that refutation can be used in this approach. The
important deﬁnitions and principles of S-uniﬁcation are given in section 4.
The following section gives some insights to S-resolution.
2 Vague and Special Domains
We begin by deﬁning fuzzy equality x Ω y ∈[0,1] for some universe Ω:
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Deﬁnition 2.1 [Fuzzy Equality] An operation Ω (i.e. Ω: Ω × Ω → [0, 1])
is called a fuzzy equality relation on a set Ω when the following axioms are
satisﬁed, (where ∗ is a t-norm):
(i) ω Ω ω = 1 (reﬂexivity)
(ii) ω1 Ω ω2 = ω2 Ω ω1 (symmetry)
(iii) (ω1 Ω ω2 ∗ ω2 Ω ω3) ≤ ω1 Ω ω3 (∗-transitivity)
When we do not demand symmetry, we may call a resemblance or a similitud
relation [1],[2]. Often the above deﬁnition is called similarity. We will do so
also. The measurement of similarity we denote by [ω1 Ω ω2]
A special domain can be created, consisting of linguistic values (fuzzy con-
stants), constructed by using a similarity relation on another domain.
Deﬁnition 2.2 [Special domain] Let the universe of the sort s be Ωr (ﬁnite).
Let r be a similarity relation on Ωr. Let Vk = [wi, wj] be an interval in
Ωr, and call it a prototype. Let the corresponding label (name) be vk. The
meaning of vk is the extensional hull of the prototype, i.e. µvk(ωi) = sup{[ωi s
ωj] | ωi ∈ Vk, ωj ∈ Ω}. A special domain Ds can then be characterised by a
set of tupples (vsk, µvsk) prototype set of v
r.
Generally Ωr of a special domain Ds is a ﬁnite intervall of R. In the sequel we
assume this to be the case for special domains.
Deﬁnition 2.3 [Complete special domain] A special domain, is said to be
complete if, ∀ωi ∈ Ωr we have Vi = {ωi} and (vsi , µvsi ) ∈ Ds.
Given any domain, even complete special domains, we include a similarity
relation s to every domain Ds of sort s, creating a domain Ds. This means
that every element of Ds can be compared to any other element in Ds, and
their degree of similarity can be measured. That is ∀xs, ys ∈ Ds : [xs s
ys] ∈[0,1] . For special domains we have ∀(vsi , µvsi ), (vsj , µvsj ) ∈ Ds : [µvsi s
µvsj ] ∈[0,1] . We assume a special relationship between the similarity relations
in a special domain holds.
Deﬁnition 2.4 [Proportionally equal similarity relations] Let Ds be a com-
plete special domain based on Ωr and r. Let s be a similarity relation on
Ds. Let vs1, vs2 be two linguistic values in Ds, and let V1, V2 ⊂ Ωr be their
corresponding prototypes. Then s and r are proprtionally equal if
sup{inf
i
{[ωr1i r ωr2i] | ωr1i ∈ V1, ωr2i ∈ V2}} = [vs1 s vs2](1)
If the attached similarity relation, s, is ordinary crisp equality, then we say
that Ds is a crisp domain, else it is called vague domain.
Let [as] denote the similarity class of as ∈ Ds, deﬁned as the fuzzy set
[as](xs) = [as s xs]. We assume that
(i) Ds is an ordered set;
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(ii) for a non-special domain Ds, for every as ∈ Ds, [as] is “strictly” convex
and normal, i.e. ∃xs : [as](xs) = 1 and ∀xs, ys, zs ∈ Supp([as]) : xs <
ys < zs → [as](y) > min([as](x), [as](z)).
(iii) Let
hpt(Ds) = | Ds | 2 
then
∀as ∈ Ds :| Supp([as]) |≤ hpt(Ds) + hpt(Ds) 2 
(iv) For complete special domains Dr based on Ωs we demand that
∀(vr, µvr) ∈ Dr :| Supp(µvr) |≤ hpt(Ωs) + hpt(Ωs) 2 
In case of non-special domains, it is easy to see that every [as] is a triangular
fuzzy set with 1 as the cardinality of the nucleus. The idea of (c) and (d) is
to limit the size of any α-cut of any similarity class to be strictly smaller than
the domain. Thus, for example, if the cardinality of the domain is 10, then
the maximum cardinality of any α-cut (α ∈]0, 1]) of any similarity class is 7.
The three given assumptions are crusial for our approach in the sequel.
The next step is to include, λ ∈ [0, 1], the lowest bound of similarity and
to extend the domains of the language with λ-sets. For each as ∈ Ds, we
deﬁne the corresponding λ-set, [as]λ = {bs ∈ Ds | [as s bs] ≥ λ}, λ ∈ [0, 1].
Furthermore, we set Dsλ = {[as]λ | as ∈ Ds}.
3 Semantics
Given the extended domains, Dsλ, we deﬁne a [λ]-interpretation [λ] as fol-
lows:
Deﬁnition 3.1 [[λ]-interpretation] Let d(p) assign p a sort. An interpretation
[λ] of the language  is a set of non-empty domains, Dsiλ, and a mapping
that associates:
• each constant csi ∈  with an element [csi[λ] ]λ ∈ Dsiλ;
• each n-ary functor f ∈ , with d(f) = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sn → sm〉, and a mapping
f[λ] : Ds1λ ×Ds2λ × . . .×Dsnλ → Dsmλ;
• each n-ary predicate symbol p ∈ , with d(p) = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sn〉, and a map-
ping p[λ] : Ds1λ ×Dsnλ × · · · × Dsnλ → L;
Deﬁnition 3.2 [Semantics of terms] Let [λ] be an interpretation. Let φ be
a valuation. Let ξ be a term. Then the meaning φ¯[λ](ξ) of ξ is an element in
Dsλ deﬁned as follows:
(i) if ξ is a constant cs then φ¯[λ](ξ) = [c
s]λ
(ii) if ξ is a linguistic value vs in a special domain Ds, then φ¯(ξ) = [µ(vs)]λ
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(iii) if ξ is a variable Xs, then φ¯[λ](ξ) = φ[λ](X
s)
(iv) if ξ is of the form f(ξ1, . . . , ξn), then φ¯[λ](ξ) = f[λ](φ¯[λ](ξ1), . . . , φ¯[λ](ξn))
Given these deﬁnitions we are ready to tackle the question of the semantics
of SbLP formulas. The truth of a formula in classical logic depends on the
crisp equality of its terms in a given interpretation. Looking at Deﬁnition
3.2, it becomes obvious, that our theoretical framework needs a relationship
between the λ-sets. We will later however show, that the procedural semantics
(i.e. implementation) of SbLP do not need to consider the concept of λ-sets.
Deﬁnition 3.3 [Approximate equivalence of λ-sets] Two λ-sets, [as]λ and
[bs]λ, are said to be approximately equivalent, denoted [a
s]λ  [b
s]λ, if and
only if {
as ∈ [bs]λ ∧ bs ∈ [as]λ, if s is a non-special domain
bs ∈ [as]λ, if s is a special domain(2)
For non-special domains symmetry is natural, since the λ-sets are formed
around one single element (the prototype element). Thus, for λ = 1, no two
prototype elements can be equal, unless they are the same.
In case of a complete special domains, we could demand as ∈ [bs]λ ∧ bs ∈
[as]λ, but then the non-symmetric features of fuzzy logic would be destroyed.
We then allow non-symmetry for complete special domains, so that, for ex-
ample, [tallheight]1  [approximately 190
height]1 is true.
Using this deﬁnition, we can deﬁne a crisp model relationship for a predic-
ate with respect to a [λ]-interpretation as follows:
[λ] |= p(as11 , . . . , asnn ) iﬀ ∃〈φ¯(ξs11 ), . . . , φ¯(ξsnn )〉 ∈ p[λ] s.t.
∀j, i : 〈φ¯(asji )〉  〈φ¯(ξsji )〉
But Deﬁnition 3.1 demands that we know the actual degree of similarity of
any query to a SbLP. For this purpose we deﬁne two similarity functions for
λ-sets:
The ﬁrst function, 1 can be used only on λ-sets in a non-special domain:
[[vs1]λ 1 [vs2]λ] =
| [vs1]λ ∩ [vs2]λ |
max{| [vs1]λ |, | [vs2]λ |}
(3)
For special domains we need to take the prototypes of the elements into con-
sideration. We start by deﬁning a function that returns the union of the
prototype sets of all values in the λ-set.
Let V be the prototype set of v. Deﬁne
nuc([vs]λ) =
⋃
v′si∈[vs]λ
V ′i(4)
The second thing we do is to count the prototype V of v in [v]λ as a single
element. The rest is then included in nuc−([vs]λ):
nuc−([vs]λ) = nuc([vs]λ) \ V(5)
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Then we deﬁne a binary truth function:
τ(V2 ⊆ nuc([vs1]λ)) = inf
v∈V2
{µnuc([vs1]λ)(v)}(6)
which of course answers the question of approximated equivalence (truth
value=1), but to know the similarity degree of the sets, we ﬁnally deﬁne
[[vs1]λ 2 [vs2]λ] =
τ(V2 ⊆ nuc([vs1]λ))+ | (nuc−([vs2]λ) ∩ nuc([vs1]λ) |
1 + max(| nuc−([vs2]λ) |, | nuc−([vs1]λ) |)
(7)
Example 3.4 Let Ωs = [0, 9], let V=[0, 2] be the prototype for small. Deﬁne
[ωi s ωj] = max(0, 1− | ωi4 − ωj4 |) for Ωs. Let Dt be a complete special
domain, based on Ωs, with [a
t t bt] = infω{min(1 − µbs(ω) + µas(ω), 1)} as
the attached similarity relation. Assume λ = 0.5. Let 4¯ denote the linguistic
value approximately 4. Then [µsmallt t 4¯t] = 0.5 and [4¯t t µsmallt ] = 0.
Let us compute the values of [[µsmalls]0.5 2 [4¯]0.5] and [[4¯]0.5 2 [µsmalls ]0.5].
First we compute nuc([µsmalls]0.5) = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, nuc([4¯]0.5) = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
nuc−([µsmalls ]0.5) = {3, 4} and nuc−([4¯]0.5) = {2, 3, 5, 6}. Then,
[[µsmalls]0.5 2 [4¯]0.5] =
τ({4}⊆{0,1,2,3,4})+|{2,3,5,6}∩{0,1,2,3,4}|
1+4
=
3
5
= 0.6
and
[[4¯]0.5 2 [µsmalls ]0.5] =
τ({0,1,2}⊆{2,3,4,5,6})+|{3,4}∩{2,3,4,5,6}|
1+4
=
2
5
= 0.4
Deﬁnition 3.5 [Semantics of wﬀ’s] Let [λ] be a [λ]-interpretation. Let z be
either 1 or2 depending on wether the domainDsλ is non-special or special.
Let ν
φ[λ] (ϕ) denote the truth value of ϕ with respect to the interpretation
[λ] and the valuation φ:
• νφ[λ] (p(ts11 , . . . , t
sn
n )) = sup〈φ¯[λ](ξ
s1
1 ),...,φ¯[λ](ξ
sn
n )〉∈p[λ]{
inf{[〈φ¯[λ](ξs11 )〉 z 〈φ¯[λ](ts11 )〉], . . . , [〈φ¯[λ](ξsnn )〉 z 〈φ¯[λ](tsnn )〉]}}
• νφ[λ] (¬ϕ) = νφ[λ] (ϕ→ 0¯)
• νφ[λ] (ϕ ∧ ψ) = (νφ[λ] (ϕ) ∗ (νφ[λ] (ψ))
• νφ[λ] (ϕ ∨ ψ) = νφ[λ] (((ϕ→ ψ)→ ψ) ∧ ((ψ → ϕ)→ ϕ))
• νφ[λ] (ϕ→ ψ) = (νφ[λ] (ϕ)⇒ νφ[λ] (ψ))
• νφ[λ] (ϕ↔ ψ) = (νφ[λ] (ϕ→ ψ) ∗ νφ[λ] (ψ → ϕ))
• νφ[λ] (∀Xs(ϕ)) = inf{r | [cs]λ ∈ Dsλ s.t. ν
[cs]λ
[λ]Xs(ϕ) = r} where [cs]λ[λ]Xs is
identical to [λ] except for assigning [cs]λ to the variable Xs, and Dsλ is a
domain of the sort s.
• νφ[λ] (∃Xs(ϕ)) = sup{r | [cs]λ ∈ Dsλ s.t. ν
[cs]λ
[λ]Xs (ϕ) = r}
The theory so far, is based on every domain being extended with a similarity
relation and a lower bound, λ, of similarity among the elements of the domain.
Any practical implementation of this theory, where Dsλ are actually built,
is obviously dubious. On the other hand it is easy to see, that a connection
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between ,  and  exists. This connection is formally expressed by the
following two theorems:
Theorem 3.6 Let Dsλ be the partition into λ-sets of a non-special domain
Ds. λ-sets and . Let Ds have a linear order relationship (). (i.e. s). For
any as, bs ∈ Ds, as ≤ bs, and λ ∈]0, 1], we have
[as s bs] ≥ λ⇔ [[as]λ 1 [bs]λ] > 0.5(8)
and
[as s bs] < λ⇔ [[as]λ 1 [bs]λ] < 0.5(9)
Proof. If s is crisp or if λ = 1, then the Theorem obviously holds. Let
λ ∈]0, 1[. The characteristics of a λ-set [as]λ ∈ Dsλ, is
[as]λ = {rsa1, . . . , rsan, as, tsa1, . . . , tsam}, tsam  as  rsan, and n,m ≥ 0
Let [bs]λ = {rsb1, . . . , rsbn, bs, tsb1, . . . , tsbm}, then
[as s bs] = λ⇔ as ∈ [bs]λ ∧ bs ∈ [as]λ
⇔ as = rsb1 ∧ bs = tsam
⇔ [as]λ ∩ [bs]λ = {as, tsa1, . . . , tsam} = {rsb1, . . . , rsbn, bs},
⇒{tsai, . . . , tsam} ⊆ {rsb1, . . . , rsbj}, j ≤ bm
⇔| [as]λ ∩ [bs]λ |> max{| [a
s]λ |, | [bs]λ |}
2
⇔ [[as]λ 1 [bs]λ] > 0.5(10)
and (assuming the intersection contains at least one element)
[as s bs] < λ⇔ as  ∈ [bs]λ ∧ bs  ∈ [as]λ
⇔ as ! rsb1 ∧ bs  tsam
⇔ [as]λ ∩ [bs]λ = {tsai, . . . , tsam} = {rsb1, . . . , rsbj}, and
0 < m ≥ i, j ≤ n
⇔| [as]λ ∩ [bs]λ |< max{| [a
s]λ |, | [bs]λ |}
2
⇒{tsai, . . . , tsam} ⊆ {rsb1, . . . , rsbj}, j ≤ bm
⇔ 0 < [[as]λ 1 [bs]λ] < 0.5(11)
✷
The next theorem, about complete special domains, can be similarly proven.
Theorem 3.7 Let Dtλ be a complete special domain based upon Ωs and s,
and let t be proportionally equal to s. For any as, bs ∈ Ds, as ≤ bs, and
λ ∈]0, 1], we have
[as  bs] ≥ λ⇔ [[as]λ 2 [bs]λ] > 0.5(12)
and
[as  bs] < λ⇔ [[as]λ 2 [bs]λ] < 0.5(13)
These two theorems show that (1) refutation can be used with a language
extended with λ-sets, and (2) the designated truth values for[λ] isD =]0.5, 1].
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We have the following chain of equivalences:
[as]λ  [b
s]λ ⇔ [[as]λ z [bs]λ] > 0.5⇔ [as s bs] ≥ λ(14)
Let >0.5
def
=]0.5, 1]. We can then write:
[λ] |= ϕ iﬀ νφ[λ] (ϕ) ∈ >0.5(15)
and
[λ] |= ϕ iﬀ [λ]  |= ¬ϕ iﬀ νφ[λ] (¬ϕ)  ∈ >0.5(16)
The theorems and equation 14 seem to imply that the labourous computation
of λ-sets are not necessary in a practical implementation of our theory. Clearly
there is a connection between the simple similarity relation of elements ()
and the calculation of approximate equivalence (, ). Let λ be as [λ] but
without the λ-sets, i.e. while [λ] is based on Dsλ, λ is based on Ds and
the λ is used only to check the similarity of the terms. The question then is,
if we can write:
[λ] |= ϕ⇔ λ |= ϕ(17)
and whether refutation can be transfered from [λ] to λ?
If >0.5 represents ]0.5, 1] in [λ], then ≥λ def= [λ, 1] is its counterpart in λ.
representative of all the λ-sets in [λ]. Next we deﬁne the “complement” set
of ≥λ by >1−λ def=]1− λ, 1], which becomes the counterpart of <0.5 . In other
words, the generalization of {false, true} in a classical interpretation  is
{ <0.5 , >0.5 } in [λ] and { >1−λ , ≥λ } in λ.
Based on the discussion above, the following propositions are given:
Proposition 3.8
λ |= (ϕ, ≥λ ) iﬀ λ  |= (¬ϕ, >1−λ )(18)
Proposition 3.9
[λ] |= ϕ(t)⇔ λ |= ϕ(t)(19)
Proof. Assuming negation, ¬x, is the usual 1− x.
⇒ We prove [λ] |= ϕ(t)⇒ λ |= ϕ(t) by the following sequence:
[λ] |= ϕ(t)⇒[λ]  |= ¬ϕ(t)
⇒ νφ[λ] (¬ϕ(t)) ∈ <0.5
⇒ νφ[λ] (ϕ(t)→ 0) ∈ <0.5
⇒ 1− νφ[λ] (ϕ(t)) ∈ <0.5
⇒∃t′ ∈ ϕ[λ] : 1− [[t]λ  [t′]λ] ∈ <0.5
⇒ [[t]λ  [t′]λ] ∈ >0.5
⇒ [t  t′] ≥ λ
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⇒ νφλ (ϕ(t)) ∈ ≥λ
⇒λ |= ϕ(t)(20)
⇐ We prove λ |= ϕ(t)⇒ [λ] |= ϕ(t) by the following sequence:
λ |= ϕ(t)⇒λ  |= ¬ϕ(t)
⇒ νφλ (¬ϕ(t))  ∈ >1−λ
⇒ νφλ (ϕ(t)→ 0)  ∈ >1−λ
⇒ 1− νφλ (ϕ(t))  ∈ >1−λ
⇒∃t′ ∈ ϕλ : 1− [t  t′]  ∈ >1−λ
⇒ [t  t′] ∈ ≥λ
⇒ [[t]λ  [t′]λ] ∈ >0.5
⇒ νφ[λ] (ϕ(t)) ∈ >0.5
⇒[λ] |= ϕ(t)(21)
✷
4 S-Uniﬁcation
In this section we will create an algorithm for Similarity Uniﬁcation or S-
Uniﬁcation for short. We work with λ instead of [λ] since it was shown that
these are interchangable.
One of the problems that we can identify in S-uniﬁcation and in S-resolution
in general is the possibility of a number of similar terms existing for a unique
variable that occurs on several positions in the expressions or clauses that
are to be uniﬁed. This problem gets even worse if we allow non-symmetric
similarity. We can divide the knowledge in a SbLP into general and speciﬁc
knowledge by saying that the more general the knowledge is, the higher in
the search tree it is found. The most speciﬁc knowledge is found in the leaves
of the search tree. This then corresponds to having speciﬁc knowledge in the
facts and the heads of rules, while general knowledge is found in the bodies of
rules.
In the classical case, a variable is to be substituted with one unique term.
In the case of similar terms, we naturally get a set of candidate terms for the
variable. What to do then with the candidates? We can choose among some
strategies:
The term to be bound to the variable can either be (a) a set-term (a cloud)
which contains all the similar terms (or λ-sets); (b) a choice among the similar
terms; or (c) a new constructed term (such as an interval-valued fuzzy set)
based on the similar terms. In this paper we choose to implement (b).
If we have a set of expressions and a common variable which occurs more
than once in some expression, then it is clear that the choice of the term to be
bound to the variable cannot be done before everything about the expressions
is known. This leads to a form of uniﬁcation (and resolution) that we call
suspended substitution (resolution).
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Because we allow special sorts with non-symmetric similarity relations, it
is important, when attempting to unify two predicates, to know the positions
of the predicates in the program. Let us look at some cases and how we have
decided to handle them. Let us assume that the ﬁrst predicate is found in
the body of a clause and is more general than the second predicate, and s is
a special domain with a non-symmetric similarity relation.
(i) If we have p(as) vs. p(a′s), then there is no problem, as long as [as s
a′s] ≥ λ.
(ii) if we have p(Xs, Xs) vs. p(as, a′s), then the value of Xs is decided by
choosing either as or a′s using some criteria (see Deﬁnition 4.3). Assume
as is chosen, then the similarity value of the two predicates is [as s a′s]
(iii) if we have p(Xs, a′s) vs. p(as, Xs), then, since a′s is the more general
piece of knowledge, it is substituted for Xs. The similarity value of the
two predicates in this case is [a′s s as]
(iv) if we have p(Xs, a′s, Xs, bs) vs. p(as, Xs, b′s, Xs), then a′s and bs are
general knowledge, one of which is to be chosen as a substitute for Xs.
Assuming bs is chosen, then the similarity value of the two predicates is
min{[bs s as], [a′s s bs], [bs s b′s]}. The choice is based on Deﬁnition
4.3
Let’s start by deﬁning the sets similarity reference and pre-substitution.
Deﬁnition 4.1 [Similarity Reference (SR)] A similarity reference is a ﬁnite
set of elements, 〈as1, as2, . . .〉i/α, where α = inf{[asn s asm] | [asn s asm] ≥
λ and asn, a
s
m ∈ 〈as1, as2, . . .〉i} and where s is a vague sort.
The purpose of the SR is to keep track of similar constants that do not get
substituted for a variable. If E1 = p(X
s1, as2), E2 = p(Y
s1, bs2) and s2 is a
vague sort, then if [as2 s2 bs2] = α ≥ λ is true, then SR = {〈as2 , bs2〉/α}.
Deﬁnition 4.2 [Pre-substitution (PS)] A candidate term set, ctssik , is a set
of candidate bindings for a variable, V sik . All candidates, c
si
kj ∈ ctssik , are
mutually similar. ctssik = {csik1/{α12, α13, . . . , α1m}, . . . , csikm/{αm1, αm2, . . . ,
αmm−1}}, where αxy = [csikx si csiky] ≥ λ, x  = y. Each csikj ∈ ctssik is a term
distinct from vsik . A pre-substitution is a set
{V sik /ctssik | k = 1, . . . , r}(22)
where each V sik is a variable of sort si, each cts
si
k is a candidate term set. The
variables V si1 , . . . , V
si
r are distinct. V
si
k /cts
si
k is called a pre-binding for V
si
k .
The second step is to ﬁnd the most signiﬁcant term (mst) for all pre-bindings.
Deﬁnition 4.3 [Most Signiﬁcant Term (mst)] Let V sik /cts
si
k be a pre-binding,
where ctssik = {csi1 /valset1, . . . , csin /valsetn} and valsetj = {αj1, . . . , αjj−1,
αjj+1, . . . , αjm}. Then the most signiﬁcant term for V sik is computed as fol-
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lows:
mst(ctssik ) = sup
j
{csij /α | csij /valsetj ∈ ctssik and α = infi {valsetj}}(23)
From a [λ] point of view, the csij /αj can be identiﬁed with [csij ]αj (α ≥ λ),
which naturally contains all the candidate terms.
Deﬁnition 4.4 [Similarity Substitution] A similarity substitution θ is a com-
puted PS,
{V si1 /csi1 /α1, . . . , V sin /csin /αn}(24)
where each V sij is a variable; each c
si
j is a most signiﬁcant term distinct from
V sij , and V
si
1 , . . . , V
si
n are distinct. Each αj is a vague ”binding” (suitabil-
ity/covering) value for binding csij to V
si
j , and si is the i’th sort.
Deﬁnition 4.5 [Identity substitutions] A similarity substitution given by the
empty set and a non empty SR is called a fuzzy identity substitution and
is denoted by 〈E ,SRE〉. If SR is also empty, then it is called an identity
substitution and is denoted by 〈E〉.
Deﬁnition 4.6 [Substitution value] Let θ be a substitution, SR a similarity
reference. Then the S-substitution value α is
α =


1, if 〈E〉
infβi{βi ∈ SRE}, if 〈E ,SRE〉
infαi{αi ∈ θ}, if 〈θ〉
min(infβi{βi ∈ SRθ}, infαi{αi ∈ θ}), 〈θ,SRθ〉
(25)
An S-substitution is hereafter denoted by 〈θ,SRθ, α〉 or 〈θ, α〉, a fuzzy identity
substitution by 〈E ,SRE , α〉 and an identity substitution by 〈E〉. α is the S-
substitution value, but not necessarily the uniﬁcation value (similarity value)
of the terms being uniﬁed (refer to Deﬁnition 3.5). α is omitted when applying
a substitution to a term (or terms).
We are now ready to deﬁne the S-uniﬁer.
Deﬁnition 4.7 [S-uniﬁer] Let E1 and E2 be simple expressions and let λ
be a threshold value. An S-substitution 〈θ,SRθ, α〉, is called an S-uniﬁer if
[E1θ  E2θ] = α ≥ λ. An S-uniﬁer 〈θ,SRθ, α〉, α ≥ λ, for E1 and E2 is called
a most general S-uniﬁer (mgSu) if, for each S-uniﬁer 〈σ,SRσ, β〉, β ≥ λ, of
E1 and E2, there exists an S-substitution 〈γ,SRγπ〉, π ≥ λ, s.t. [σ  θγ] ≥ λ.
The statement [σ  θγ] ≥ λ means that each binding on the left-hand side is
λ-similar to the composed binding of the right-hand side.
Example 4.8 Let E1 = a(X
s1, Y s2, Y s2) and E2 = a(p(Z
s3), cs21 , c
s2
2 ) be two
simple expressions. If [cs22 s2 cs21 ] ≥ λ, then E1 and E2 is S-uniﬁable, since
σ1 = {Xs1/p(cs34 )/1, Y s2/cs22 /α, Zs3/cs34 }
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is an S-uniﬁer. If also [cs24 s2 cs25 ] ≥ λ, then
σ2 = {Xs1/p(cs34 )/1, Y s2/cs22 /α, Zs3/cs35 }
is another S-uniﬁer. Likewise, if [cs22 s2 cs26 ] ≥ λ and [cs21 s2 cs26 ] ≥ λ,
then
σ3 = {Xs1/p(cs34 )/1, Y s2/cs26 /α1, Zs3/cs34 }
is yet another S-uniﬁer. None of these are an mgSu.
θ = {Xs1/p(Zs3)/1, Y s2/cs22 /α}
is an mgSu. Note that [σ1  θ{Zs3/cs34 }] = 1 but [σ3  θ{Zs3/cs34 }] =
min{[cs22 s2 cs26 ], [cs21 s2 cs26 ]}.
We now proceed to create an algorithm for S-uniﬁcation. Because of similar
terms and candidate term sets in the pre-binding, the use of multiequations as
in [9] is a good approach. However, due to special domains with non-symmetric
similarity relation, we will mix simple term equations with multiequations.
A simple term equation is an equation t  t′, where t and t′ is either a
single variable, constant or a structure (predicate/function). For example,
X  p(as), as  bs and p(Xs1, as2)  p(bs1 , Y s2) are simple term equations.
For simple term equations we deﬁne fuzzy term reduction
Deﬁnition 4.9 [Fuzzy Term Reduction (FTR)] Let λ be a threshold value.
Let E1  E2 be a simple term equation.
(i) If E1 and E2 are constants or variables, then, if E1 = E2, then the
equation is erased.
(ii) If E1 and E2 are constants, then, if [E1  E2] = α ≥ λ, then E1  E2 '→
〈E1, E2〉/α ∈ SR, and E1  E2 is erased. Else FTR fails.
(iii) If E1 = p(t
s1
1 , t
s2
2 , . . . , t
sn
m ) and E2 = p
′(t′s11 , t
′s2
2 , . . . , t
′sn
m ),m > 0 and p = p
′,
then the equation E1  E2 is replaced with {ts11 s1 t′s11 , . . . , tsnm sn t′snm }.
The term reduction theorem in [9] holds for fuzzy term reduction.
A multiequation is of the form V  T where X is a set of variables and T
is a set of terms other than variables, i.e. constants, predicates, and functions
(T or V may be empty). If the set V contains only one variable, and T is a
set of vague constants, then V  T corresponds to a simpliﬁed pre-binding
V/T ,where T do not contain any valsets for the candidate terms.
A fuzzy common part of a set of terms is deﬁned as the part which is
common to all with respect to the lower bound λ of similarity, starting from the
root. For example, the common part of g(Xs11 , X
s2
3 , b
s5) and g(h(as3, Xs4), Xs22 ,
cs5) is, assuming [bs5 s5 cs5] ≥ λ, g(Xs11 , Xs23 , bs5).
The frontier is deﬁned as a set of multiequations, where every multiequa-
tion is associated with a leaf of the common part and consists of all subterms
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corresponding to that leaf. For example, the set of multiequations for the
above two terms is {{Xs11 }  {h(as3, Xs4)}, {Xs23 , Xs22 }  {}, {}  {bs5, cs5}}.
terms in the set, where however, the equations become multiequations.
Deﬁnition 4.10 [Fuzzy Multiequation reduction] Let V  T be a fuzzy mul-
tiequation, where V is a set of variables and T is a set of predicates/ functions.
Find the fuzzy common part C of T . If no common part exists, then reduc-
tion fails. If C exists, then ﬁnd the frontier F , and replace V  T with
{V  C} ∪ {F}
Example 4.11 Let
{g(Xs11 , Xs23 , bs5), g(h(as3, Xs4)s1, Xs22 , cs5), g(h(Zs3, bs4)s1, Xs24 , Y s5)}
be a set of terms where s5 is a vague sort. Then the common part is g(X
s1
1 , X
s2
3 ,
Y s5). The fuzzzy multiequation reduction of the terms in the set results in
the set of multiequations:
{ {Xs11 }{h(as3 , Xs4)s1, h(Zs3, bs4)s1},
{Xs23 , Xs22 , Xs24 }{ },
{Y s5}{cs5, bs5} }
The multiequation reduction theorem 3.1 in [9] also holds, with some modiﬁc-
ations, for fuzzy multiequation reduction. For our fuzzy case we write:
Theorem 4.12 Let V  T (T  = {}) be a fuzzy multiequation of a set Z
of equations (multiequations and simple term equations). If T has no fuzzy
common part, or if some variable in V belongs to the left-hand side of some
multiequation in the frontier F of T , then no S-uniﬁer exists. Otherwise, by
applying fuzzy multiequation reduction to the multiequation V  T we get an
equivalent set Z ′ of equations.
The proof also follows [9] except for considering S-uniﬁers and  instead of
ordinary uniﬁers and = for the terms in T and the corresponding subterms.
Fuzzy Compactiﬁcation operates on three diﬀerent pairs of equations, simple
term equations, multiequations and the combination of a simple term equa-
tion and a multiequation. We deﬁne two fuzzy compactiﬁcation methods. The
ﬁrst (Compact1) operates on fuzzy multiequations and is based on multiequa-
tion compactiﬁcation in [9]: A relation R1 between pairs of multiequations
(V  T )R1(V ′  T ′) exists if and only if V ∩ V ′  = ∅ holds. If the relation ex-
ists between the pairs of multiequations, then the two are merged into a single
multiequation, by taking the union of their left- and right-hand sides. If the
merged right-hand side contains only constants, then they must be mutually
similar and they must belong to the same vague sort. Otherwise Compact1
fails.
The second method (Compact2) operates on simple term equations, and is
also based on the multiequation compactiﬁcation, but because of the existence
of non-symmetric special domains, we identify several cases:
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(i) (case R2a) A relation R2a between pairs of simple term equations (V1 
t1)R2a(V2  t2) exists if and only if V1 = V2. If R2a exists betwen a
pair of simple term equations, then the two equations are transformed
into {V1}  {t1, t2}. If t1 and t2 are constants then we may check if
[t1  t2] ≥ λ holds. If not, then uniﬁcation fails.
(ii) (case R2b) A relation R2b between pairs of simple term equations (V1 
t1)R2a(t2  V2) exists if and only if V1 = V2 and t1, t2 are structures (not
a variable or constant), and t2 contains a constant of a special sort. If
R2b exists betwen a pair of simple term equations, then the two equations
are transformed into (t2  t1) ∪ ({V1}  {FCom(t2, t1)}), where FCom
is the fuzzy common part.
(iii) (case R2c) As R2b but t2 do not contain a constant of a special sort
(may contain a variable of a special sort), then the two equations are
transformed into {V1}  {t1, t2}.
(iv) (caseR2d) A relation R2d between pairs of simple term equations (t1 
V1)R2d(t2  V2) exists if and only if V1 = V2 and t1, t2 are struc-
tures with components of a special sort. If R2d exists betwen a pair
of simple term equations, then the two equations are transformed into
{SpecialReduct(t1, t2)} ∪ {V1}  {FCom(t1, t2)}. ”SpecialReduct” is
deﬁned as in Deﬁnition 4.9 except that the resulting simple term equa-
tions are ”ordered” so that any constant of a special sort or structure
containing a constant of a special sort, is on the left-hand side of the
equation.
(v) (case R2e) A relation R2e between pairs of simple term equations (t1 
V1)R2e(t2  V2) exists if and only if V1 = V2 and t1, t2 are constants of a
special sort, and [t1  t2] ≥ λ. If R2e exists betwen a pair of simple term
equations, then the two equations are transformed into {t1, t2}  {V1}.
We also have to consider compactiﬁcation between simple term equations
and multiequations. A relation R3a between a simple term equation and a
multiequation (V1  t1)R3a(V  T ) exists if and only if V1 ∈ V and t1 is of
the same ”structure” (variable or structure) than the terms in T . A relation
R3b between a simple term equation and a multiequation (t1  V1)R3b(T  V )
exists if and only if T is a set of constants of a special sort, t1 is a constant
of a special sort and V1 ∈ V . A relation R3c between a simple term equation
and a multiequation (t1  V1)R3c(V  T ) exists if and only if V1 ∈ V and t1
is of the same structure as the terms in T . The compactiﬁcation then enters
the components of the simple term equation into the multiequation.
Next we represent a nondeterministic algoritm:
(a) Select any simple equation of the form t1  V1 where t1 is not a variable,
constant of a special sort or a structure containing a component of a
special sort, and rewrite it as V1  t1
(b) Select any simple equation of the form V1  V2 where V1 and V2 are two
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distinct variables, and rewrite it as a multiequation {V1, V2}  ∅.
(c) Select any simple equation of the form t1  t2 where t1 and t2 are not
variables, and apply Fuzzy Term Teduction.
(d) Select any two simple term equation that are inR2c, i.e. (V1  t1)R2c(t2 
V2), and compactify them into {V1}  {t1, t2}.
(e) Select any multiequation of the form V  T , and apply Fuzzy Multiequa-
tion Reduction.
(f) Select two multiequations that are in R1, i.e. (V  T )R1(V ′  T ′), and
compactify them into V ∪ V ′  T ∪ T ′.
(g) Select two simple term equations that are in R2a, i.e. (V1  t1)R2a(V2 
t2), and compactify them into {V1}  {t1, t2}.
(h) Select two simple term equations that are in R2b, i.e. (V1  t1)R2b(t2 
V2), and compactify them into (t2  t1) ∪ ({V1}  {FCom(t2, t1)}).
(i) Select two simple term equations that are in R2d, i.e. (t1  V1)R2d(t2 
V2), and compactify them into (SpecialReduct(t1, t2) ∪ ({V1}  {FCom(
t1, t2)}).
(j) Select two simple term equations that are in R2e, i.e. (t1  V1)R2e(t2 
V2), and compactify them into {t1, t2}  {V1}.
(k) Select a multiequation and a simple term equation that are in R3a, i.e.
(V1  t1)R3a(V  T ), and compactify them into V ∪ {V1}  T ∪ {t1}
(l) Select a multiequation and a simple term equation that are in R3b, i.e.
(t1  V1)R3b(V  T ), and compactify them into V ∪ {V1}  T ∪ {T1}
(m) Select a multiequation and a simple term equation that are in R3c, i.e.
(T  V )R3c(t1  V ), and compactify them into T ∪ {t1}  V ∪ {V1}
(n) (*) Select a simple term equation t1  V1 that has no relation with
another equation and where t1 is a constant of a special sort. Rewrite
it as {V1}  {t1}. This means that t1 is the mst of V1. Apply p* with
{V1}  {t1} immeadetly.
(o) (*) Select a multiequation T  V or V  T that has no relation with
another equation and where T is set of constants of a special sort. Rewrite
it as V  {mst(T )}. That is, we choose a mst for the variable(s) V .
(p) (*) Select an equation V  T where T is a singleton or empty, and apply
variable substitution on other equations where V (or the variables in V)
occurs. If T = ∅ then the substitution component is , the ”don’t care”
variable.
(n ∗ −p∗) should only be selected when none of the other can be applied.
If multiequation reduction generates a multiequation {}  T , where T
consists of mutually similar constants, then T forms a set of similar constants
that are moved to the set SR and {}  T is erased.
The set of equations is in a solved form if all multiequations V  T are
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such that (i) V contains only variables, or empty; (ii) T contains non-variable
terms, or empty; (iii) no variable elimination can be performed on any T .
PROCEDURE Funify(E1, E2, λ; θ,SR, α)
INPUT: E1, E2, λ
OUTPUT: θ,SR, α
BEGIN
Set = {E1  E2}; NewSR={}
DONE = False;
while not DONE do
DONE = true; OrigSet = Set
% (c)
while FuzzyTermReduction(Set,λ; NewSR,NewSet) do
Set = NewSet; SR = SR∪NewSR
% (e)
while FuzzyMultiEquationReduction(Set, λ;NewSR, NewSet) do
Set = NewSet; SR = SR∪NewSR
% (a),(b)
ReWrite(Set,NewSet); Set = NewSet
% (d),(f),(g),(h),(i),(j),(k),(l),(m)
Compactify(Set,λ; NewSet); Set = NewSet
if OrigSet  = Set then DONE = False
end While
% (*n),(*o),(p*)
MST(NewSet,ThetaSet,AlphaSet)
% (*p)
Substitute(ThetaSet,θ, Alphaset,α)
end PROCEDURE
Example 4.13 Let
E1= p(X
s1, q(Zs2, cs3, Xs42 )
s1, Zs2, r(Y s2, bs4), ts53 , t
s4)
E2= p(q(Y
s2 , as3, bs4)s1, Xs1, ts21 , r(t
s2
2 , X
s4
2 ), t
s5
4 , X
s4
2 )
be two expressions to be uniﬁed. s1 to s3 are vague sorts and s4 is a special
sort. Fuzzy term reduction can then be applied two times, giving:
{Xs1  q(Y s2, as3, bs4)s1, q(Zs2, cs3, Xs42 )s1  Xs1, Zs2  ts21 , Y s2  ts22 ,
bs4  Xs42 , ts4  Xs42 }+ SR = {〈ts53 , ts54 〉/α1}
Compactifying by (d) and (j) gives:
{{Xs1}  {q(Y s2 , as3, bs4)s1 , q(Zs2, cs3 , Xs42 )s1}, Zs2  ts21 , Y s2  ts22 ,
{bs4 , ts4}  {Xs42 }}+ SR = {〈ts53 , ts54 〉/α1}
Fuzzy multiequation reduction on the ﬁrst term gives us:
{{Xs1}  {q(Y s2 , as3, Xs42 )s1}, {Y s2, Zs2}  ∅, {Xs42 }  {bs4}, Zs2  ts21 ,
Y s2  ts22 , {bs4, ts4}  {Xs42 }}+ SR = {〈ts53 , ts54 〉/α1, 〈as3, cs3〉/β}
Further compactiﬁcation by (k) ﬁnishes the while-loop with:
{{Xs1}  {q(Y s2 , as3, Xs42 )s1}, {Y s2, Zs2}  {ts21 , ts22 }, {Xs42 }  {bs4},
{bs4 , ts4}  {Xs42 }}+ SR = {〈ts53 , ts54 〉/α1, 〈as3, cs3〉/β}
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After the while loop we choose the most suitable terms and do some substi-
tutions (n*/o*). The result (depending on mst) is then:
{{Xs1}  {q(ts21 , as3, bs4)s1}, {Y s2 , Zs2}  {ts21 }, {Xs42 }  {bs4}}+
SR = {〈ts53 , ts54 〉/α1, 〈as3, cs3〉/β}
5 S-Uniﬁcation in S-Resolution
It is easy to see, that the problems encountered at the uniﬁcation level of two
terms, when vague domains are allowed in connection with variables, is car-
ried over to the clause level. In other words a rule p(Xs)← q(Xs), r(Xs) has
the potential problem of at least two candidate constants for the variable Xs.
Due to page restrictions we will show the principle how it could be handled
in an example without giving any necessary background deﬁnitions. No sub-
stitution (except special sorts) is done during a resolution of a goal. Thus we
collect multiequations from S-uniﬁcation (and substitutions θ if special sorts
are involved), not mgSu’s, which, if the empty goal is found, is processed to
ﬁnd the answer to the goal. A goal expansion E is needed to compute the ﬁnal
value of the goal. A goal expansion is the ”leaf representation” of the goal.
Example 5.1 Let the program Σ be
p(At)← q(Xw, At), r(Y v, At).
q(Bw, Ct)← s(Bw, Ct, a), s(Bw, Ct, b).
r(Dv, Et)← g(Dv, Et, a).
s(xw1 , y
t
1, a).
s(xw2 , y
t
2, b).
g(xv3, y
t
3, a).
and let all sorts t, v, w be vague non-special sorts. Then the resolution (refut-
ation) of ← p(M t) follows the following steps (we always choose the leftmost
subgoal in G):
(1) Goal = G = E{p(M t)}, SR1 = θ = {}, choose p(M t) ∈ G and
p(At) ∈ Σ. We get σ = {{M t, At}  {}}, SR3 = {} and θ1 =
{{M t, At}  {}}. Body equals {q(Xw, At), r(Y v, At)} and therefore new
G={q(Xw, At), r(Y v, At)} ∪{}
(2) G = E = {q(Xw, At), r(Y v, At)}. Choose q(Xw, At) ∈ G and q(Bw, Ct)
∈ Σ. We get σ = {{Xw, Bw}  {}, {At, Ct}  {}}, SR3 = {} and θ1 =
{{M t, At, Ct}  {}, {Xw, Bw}  {}}. Body equals {s(Bw, Ct, a), s(Bw,
Ct, b)} and therefore new G={s(Bw, Ct, a), s(Bw, Ct, b)} ∪ {r(Y v, At)}.
(3) G = E = {s(Bw, Ct, a), s(Bw, Ct, b), r(Y v, At)}. Choose s(Bw, Ct, a) ∈
G and s(xw1 , y
t
1, a) ∈ Σ. We get σ = {{Bw}  {xw1 }, {Ct}  {yt1}},
SR3 = {} and θ1 = {{M t, At, Ct}  {yt1}, {Xw, Bw}  {xw1 }}. Body
equals {} and therefore new G={} ∪ {s(Bw, Ct, b), r(Y v, At)}
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(4) G = {s(Bw, Ct, b), r(Y v, At)}, E is as in (4). We choose s(Bw, Ct, b) ∈
G and s(xw2 , y
t
2, b) ∈ Σ. We get σ = {{Bw}  {xw2 }, {Ct}  {yt2}},
SR3 = {}. If β = [xw1 w xw2 ] ≥ λ and α1 = [yt1 t yt2] ≥ λ then
θ1 = {{M t, At, Ct}  {yt1, yt2}, {Xw, Bw}  {xw1 , xw2 }}, else the Goal
fails. Body equals {} and therefore new G={} ∪ {r(Y v, At)}
(5) G = {r(Y v, At)}, no changes in E. Choose r(Y v, At) ∈ G and r(Dv, Et) ∈
Σ. We get σ = {{Y v, Dv}  {}, {At, Et}  {}}, SR3 = {} and θ1 =
{{M t, At, Ct, Et}  {yt1, yt2}, {Xw, Bw}  {xw1 , xw2 }, {Y v, Dv}  {}}.
Body equals {g(Dv, Et, a)} and therefore new G={g(Dv, Et, a)} ∪ {}
(6) G = {g(Dv, Et, a)} and E = {s(Bw, Ct, a), s(Bw, Ct, b), g(Dv, Et, a)}.
We choose g(Dv, Et, a) ∈ G and g(xv3, yt3, a) ∈ Σ. We get σ = {{Dv} 
{xv3}, {Et}  {yt3}}, SR3 = {}. If α2 = [yt1 t yt3] ≥ λ and α3 =
[yt2 t yt3] ≥ λ then θ1 = {{M t, At, Ct, Et}  {yt1, yt2, yt3}, {Xw, Bw} 
{xw1 , xw2 }, {Y v, Dv}  {xv3}}, otherwise the Goal fails. Body equals {}
and therefore new G={} ∪ {}.
(7) G = {}, E is as in (6). Since G is empty, we build up the ﬁnal uni-
ﬁer. First we get the pre-substitution {M t/{yt1/{α1, α2}, yt2/{α1, α3},
yt3/{α2, α3}}, Xw/{xw1 /{β}, xw2 /{β}}, At/ {yt1/{α1, α2}, yt2/{α1, α3},
yt3/{α2, α3}}, Bw/{xw1 /{β}, xw2 /{β}}, Ct/{yt1/{α1, α2}, yt2/{α1, α3},
yt3/{α2, α3}}, Y v/xv3/1, Et/{yt1/{α1, α2},
yt2/{α1, α3}, yt3/{α2, α3}}, Dv/xv3/1}
Assuming α1 > α3 > α2, then computing the most signiﬁcant terms
result in two possible S-uniﬁer {M t/yt2/α3, Xw/xw1 /β, At/yt2/α3, Bw/X/β,
Ct/yt2/ α3, Y
v/xv3/1, E
t/ yt2/ α3, D
v/xv3/1}, where X is xw1 in θ1, and xw2
in θ2.
Applying θ1 on E, we get Eθ = {s(xw1 , yt2, a), s(xw1 , yt2, b), g(xv3, yt2,
a)}. Restricting the variables of θ1 to those in the original goal, we get
θ′ = {M/yt2}
Matching the terms in E to facts on Σ, we compute the truth value of
the Goal:
[s(xw1 , y
t
2, a)  s(xw1 , yt1, a)] = min(1, α1, 1) = α1
[s(xw1 , y
t
2, b)  s(xw2 , yt2, b)] = min(β, 1, 1) = β
[g(xv3, y
t
2, a)  g(xv3, yt3, a)] = min(1, α3, 1) = α3
and, using PLukasiewicz logic, we get τ(p(yt2)) = max(α1 + β + α2 − 2, 0).
If τ(p(yt2)) ≥ λ then θ′ = {M/yt2} is the answer to our query.
6 Conclusions
The use of vague terms can be seen as a separate method from the use of
fuzziﬁed rules and facts (with truth values). Some systems have combined the
use of truth values and vague terms. At the present time, however, we have
not heard that any of them has been described in a formal manner. This is a
problem for future research.
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S-uniﬁcation in this work was based on the free use of variables. We decided
to choose a term among similar terms to be bound to the variables. Further
research on this and other methods is needed.
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